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US equity market oscillated between positive and
negative territory last week supported by encouraging
economic releases and affected by rising concerns on
Coronavirus and vaccine trials.
In Europe, stocks fell on stricter government measures
to contain the spread of the virus via localized
lockdowns and night-time curfews.
US retail sales jumped 1.9% in September, a bright spot,
well above forecasts, despite the expiration of
emergency relief measures and the continued stalemate
in Washington on a fiscal relief deal.
The IMF revised its global growth forecasts higher for
this year while downgrading its forecasts for next year,
and warning of a long, slow recovery that will stoke
poverty and damage growth.
With the Brexit clock ticking, Boris Johnson said the
country should prepare for a no-deal on January 1st.
However, the two sides agreed to continue talks this
week.
The beginning of the earnings season showed that inside
banking, the winners were investment banks and the
losers, retail banks; a further demonstration of the
diverging fortunes of Wall Street versus Main Street.
It was a big week for the GAFA with Apple presenting its
new iPhone and Amazon launching its ‘Prime Day’
event. In the meantime, according to the FT, EU
regulators are preparing a ‘hit list’ of up to 20 big tech
companies to be subject to strict new rules concerning
data-sharing with rivals and increased transparency on
data collection
This week, Q3 earnings season will heat up – investors
will welcome the opportunity to discuss something
other than US politics, Brexit and the Coronavirus crisis.
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